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About the 
Society … 
 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society was 
formed in 1987 in response to a growing interest 
in the province’s heritage resources. 
 
Membership is open to all persons endorsing the 
objectives of the Society. The Society’s year 
runs from September to August. Membership 
entitles the individual to attend Society functions, 
vote on Society matters and hold office. The 
public is welcome at monthly meetings and 
special events. 
 
Monthly meetings are held at 7:30pm on the 
fourth Tuesday of the month in the Auditorium of 
the Museum of Natural History, located at 1747 
Summer Street, Halifax. During each meeting, 
business is briefly discussed, and a guest 
speaker gives a presentation on a provincial, 
national, or international archaeological topic. 
Afterwards everyone is welcome for coffee and 
conversation. 
 
Throughout the year special events are held, 
including field trips to archaeological sites, 
workshops, and special guest lecturers. The 
Society produces a newsletter and maintains a 
website for its membership. Special publications 
of the Society are available to members at 
reduced rates. 
 
NSAS membership fees are as follows: 
Individual $20, Family $25, Student $15, Senior 
Citizen $15, Institution $45, and Class 
(Secondary School) $45. The Nova Scotia 
Archaeology Society is a registered charitable 
organization. You can join the Society at any 
regular meeting, or by mailing an application 
form (available on the website), with a cheque 
for the appropriate amount, to: 
 

Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
P.O. Box 36090 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 3S9 
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President’s Message 
Winter 2009  
 

It has been a promising year for the promotion and preservation of 
archaeology in Nova Scotia. This past summer the Nova Scotia 
Department of Tourism, Culture and Heritage tendered a review of the 
Treasure Trove Act, which the NSAS and the professional archaeological 
community at large has long argued enables the deprival of a full 
understanding of our past through the exploitation of our province’s vast 
underwater archaeological resources. The NSAS was pleased to 
participate in the series of meetings conducted by Blackstone 
Consultants, the firm contracted to conduct the review. We anxiously 
await the release of this report and are hopeful that it will lead to changes 
to the legislation which will help preserve knowledge of our rich history. 

 
This year we were proud to make two presentations of our Friend of 

Archaeology Award, recognizing non-professionals who have made a significant contribution to the 
promotion and preservation of archaeology in Nova Scotia. The Black Loyalist Heritage Society, for over 
16 years, has been strong advocates of u using archaeology to help discover their past. We were 
pleased to help them celebrate the 225th anniversary of the Loyalist Landing with the presentation of this 
award. Jim and Pauline How, owners of the DeGannes/Cosby House in Annapolis Royal were our 
second recipients. The Hows’ have personally sponsored a three phase archaeological project on their 
property, which began in September 2007 and continued this past October. The society was excited to 
present the Hows’ with their award at a ceremony commemorating the 300th anniversary of the house. 

 
This February saw the official launch of the John Harvey Award which will be an award of recognition 
presented annually to an undergraduate student studying archaeology in Nova Scotia or a Nova Scotian 
studying abroad. This year’s winner was Laura DeBoer, a 4th year Anthropology student at Saint Mary’s 
University. See Laura’s paper submission later in our newsletter. 

 
I hope you have been enjoying our 2008/2009 lecture series. We have three terrific lectures remaining, 
and a couple of special events planned for the spring. On March 28th the society will be taking a tour of 
Ross Farm, in which we will receive a special guided tour of the basement of the house. We are also 
planning a tour of the Halifax Mystery Walls for April 8th. We hope to see you out to those events. 
 
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to say what a pleasure it has been sitting as your president 
these past two years. I especially would like to thank my fellow board members who have made my time 
as president a memorable one. It is through the giving of their time that has enabled the society to enter 
its 22nd year. If you have some time to give, and care about the promotion and protection of archaeology 
in our province, I encourage you to become more involved in the Nova Scotia Archaeology Society. I 
hope everyone has a successful 2009 field season, and we’ll see you next year! 
 
Robert Shears, president 
Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
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The John Harvey Award 
 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society was pleased to introduce its undergraduate student award of 
recognition at our February lecture. The award’s official title is The John Harvey Award. The award was 
presented two years ago to its first recipients before we had officially given it a name. The award is 
named in memory of friend and colleague John Andrew Harvey who passed away in February of 2005. 
 
The society will look to annually award an undergraduate student studying archaeology in Nova Scotia, 
or a Nova Scotian student studying abroad. Nominees for the award will submit a paper based on their 
research that will appear in the society newsletter. 
 
This year’s recipient is Laura DeBoer, for her paper “Mapping Grand-Pré and Winslow’s Encampment: 
An Exercise in Artifact and Geophysical Interpretation”. Laura is a graduating student of Anthropology 
from Saint Mary’s University, and her paper relates to her work at last summer’s field school in Grand 
Pre. Congratulations Laura, and good luck in your future studies. 

 
 
 

Mapping Grand-Pré and Winslow’s Encampment: An Exercise in Artifact 
and Geophysical Interpretation 

 
submitted by Laura de Boer 
 
The pre-deportation Acadian site of Grand-Pré 
represents archaeological resources in the form 
of not only Acadian material culture, but also 
that of the New England soldiers under the 
command of Col. John Winslow during the 
deportation of 1755. Thanks to the journals of 
Winslow and of Jeremiah Bancroft, a soldier 
serving under him, we have records of their 
camp’s construction and occupation between the 
months of August and December 1755. Before 
archaeological investigations commenced, these 
records, among other primary and secondary 
literary sources, could be used to predict the 
layout of the village and encampment. 
Archaeological evidence can now be used to 
supplement, confirm, or refute this primary 
source evidence.  By combining archaeological 
and archival evidence, it is also possible to 
choose new test pit locations with a more 
informed sense of the landscape. 
 
As a brief overview, figure 1 represents a model 
for the layout of Winslow’s camp, as based on 

his diary. The cemetery, as the only 
archaeologically confirmed landmark to enter 
Winslow’s descriptions, serves as the anchoring 
point, with the rest of the camp being mapped 
out from there. The church and the two houses 
that were enclosed within the camp (see below) 
are aligned using a combination of archaeology, 
geophysics, and historical referencing. The tents 
of the soldiers have been placed relative to these 
structures in the absence of archaeological 
evidence to tell us where they would have been 
located. Two additional houses, one on each side 
of the memorial church, are included in the 
model, one having been excavated by the St. 
Mary’s field school since 2001, and the other 
showing up on the geophysical survey of the site. 
 
We begin with the location of the cemetery, 
which was at first located immediately east, or 
“left” of the camp as Winslow prefers,i and then 
subsequently enclosed with the main 
encampment.ii Graves have been encountered in 
the area around Herbin’s cross by at least six 
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different excavators (see below). By compiling 
these various excavations on a map, it is possible 
to mark the minimum dimensions of the Acadian 
burying ground, and the probable eastern edge of 
Winslow’s original palisade wall. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: A simple layout of Winslow’s 
encampment at Grand-Pré, superimposed on a 
modern map of the park. 
 
 
The first graveyard excavator, John Herbin, 
located and exhumed a coffin around 1908, 
apparently directly under where the current cross 
is located.iii Presumably locals John Woodworth 
and Robert Duncan also exhumed a coffin in the 
1880s, but the exact location remains unknown.iv 
It has been speculated that both of these burials 
were located deep enough or at a low enough 
elevation to rest below the water table, allowing 
for preservation of the coffin and some human 
remains.v 
 

The third recorded encounter with a possible 
burial occurred during park maintenance: 
“According to park employee John Mason, a 4-
foot deep trench was excavated from the front of 
the memorial church to the main road in the late 
1950’s for a new water line. This trench was 
about two or three feet wide, and passed about 
45 feet [13.7m] south of Herbin’s Cross. At this 
location, a wooden plank believed to be part of a 
coffin was uncovered. No further excavation of 
this area appears to have been undertaken.”vi 
 
In 1982 Anita Campbell, and archaeologist with 
Parks Canada, conducted excavations just 2 
meters north of Herbin’s cross, identifying four 
burials by their rectangular soil stains.vii The 
burial that she completely excavated contained 
only coffin nails, as the coffin wood and the 
human remains had not been preserved.viii 
 
In 2004, a post-hole auger turned up a coffin nail 
while drilling just 3.5 meters south-east of 
Herbin’s cross. Mitigative excavation by Rob 
Ferguson and field school students from St. 
Mary’s University revealed the western edge of a 
grave shaft.ix 
 
Finally, test excavations undertaken by the St. 
Mary’s University field school revealed as many 
as seven graves in a 5x2m test pit several meters 
north-west of Herbin’s cross. A hearth or oven 
feature has been located just 3m west of the 
graves, and the cultural artifacts recovered in test 
pit 2m directly south of the hearth include nails, 
window glass, a glass bead, white refined 
earthenware, bottle glass, and faunal bone.x 
These artifacts, coupled with the hearth feature, 
seem to indicate that these graves make up the 
western edge of the cemetery and the eastern 
edge of a roughly concurrent occupation area. 
Artifacts found in the stratigraphy above the 
graves include coal, bone, bottle glass, anglo-
american redware, gunflint, and pipe pieces,xi 
and could be the result of either Winslow’s 
encampment expanding overtop of the cemetery, 
or of Acadian activities encroaching upon their 
own burying ground. 
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From the cemetery, it is now possible to extend 
westward on the land to map out the palisade 
surrounding Winslow’s encampment. Bancroft’s 
journal indicates that the palisade was 
constructed to be 17 x 9 rods (85x45m).xii The 
rectangular shape of the palisade, coupled with 
the east-west orientation of the higher ground in 
the area, means that the longer side of the wall 
was probably east-west as well, in order to take 
advantage of the lay of the land. 
 
Artifacts recovered inside the projected 
encampment area are unfortunately not strongly 
associated with the occupation of Winslow’s 
soldiers. A concentration of musket balls found 
near the eastern edge,xiii as well as a musket plate 
in the same area, are unusual and could indicate 
the presence of the New England soldiers, but it 
is not positive proof of soldiers as opposed to 
well-stocked Acadians. 
 
A geophysical survey of the site, conducted in 
2001, has proven useful in locating several 
features of interest over the past several years. 
Interpretation of the geophysical data is 
complicated, however, by the irrigation system 
installed in the park. Archaeologist Becki 
Dunham monitored the site during renovations to 
the system in 1996, xiv and noted that the 
waterline trenches averaged 15-30cm wide, and 
40-50cm deep.xv Thanks to Dunham’s map, most 
of the linear anomalies on the conductivity map 
can be explained without excavation, although 
several anomalies may represent more waterlines 
that remain uncharted (Figure 3). A broad swath 
of land encompassing the main walkway 
between the well and Herbin’s cross has been 
obscured, probably by waterlines as well. This is 
particularly unfortunate because it blots out the 
most likely area of the church foundations. 
 
A high activity area revealed by the geophysical 
survey, indicated broadly on figure 2 as (1), 
corresponds with the projected area of soldier’s 
tents in the presented model. It is tempting to 
place the church in the area of high activity 

instead, but from Winslow’s journal it is clear 
that the 313 men were encamped between the 
church and the cemetery,xvi meaning that any 
model of Winslow’s camp must include a broad 
space in this area. 
 
The unusual rectangular area of low activity (2) 
is not easily explained by this model, but it is 
worth considering that the test pit which 
straddled the line between the high and low 
activity zones (3) revealed a difference in artifact 
density, the west half having little or no cultural 
material and the east half having a variety of 
artifacts.xvii  This dividing line could be 
explained as the edge of the soldier’s tents, but 
the speculation is tenuous at best. A charcoal 
stain and several artifacts were revealed in the 
eastern extension of the unit, and could be 
tentatively attributed to the campfires of 
Winslow’s soldiers.xviii Evidence of burning and 
charcoal staining, however, has also been found 
to pre-date the graves in the cemetery, and 
therefore in all likelihood to pre-date the 
deportation. Figure 4 shows several grave shafts 
that cut into a charcoal-like stain, possibly from a 
burned stump. 
 
The next element of Winslow’s camp to be 
mapped is the palisade wall that enclosed the 
English soldiers and, for a brief time, the 
Acadian men who were held captive while 
awaiting deportation. The palisade wall itself has 
not yet been located, in spite of the various linear 
test pits that have been excavated in an attempt 
to find the north wall. If the palisade’s remnants 
have not been obliterated through plough 
activity, it is possible that one of the test pits 
actually did intersect with the line of the wall, 
passing through the north gate rather than 
underneath the wall itself.xix In the model 
provided, it is (4), or 8B29M, that passed 
through the north gate, though the precise 
position of the gate and the wall cannot be 
pinpointed at this time. 
 
When the palisade wall is located, it is 
likely that it will take the form of trenches 
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or postholes, or even both. Winslow 
mentions in his journal that he has some 
men employed in digging during the 
construction of the palisade,xx indicating 
that trenches for the logs may have been 
dug, rather than sharpened logs 
individually pounded into the ground. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Detail of the geophysical survey of the 
site, with areas of interest indicated. Palisade wall is 
indicated by dotted line, test units of interest in 
white lines. 
 
 
During Dunham’s site monitoring, she noted a 
possible trench feature in the north field (5).xxi In 
the provided model, the feature seems to roughly 
correspond with the trench excavated for 

construction of the palisade wall. Only one 
measurement does not line up properly– Dunham 
notes that the feature is 43.1m from Herbin’s 
cross. This distance does not line up with at least 
three of Dunham’s other measurements, which 
makes it possible that it is an error. If this is the 
case, then unit 8B29N could have stopped less 
than a meter south of the palisade wall. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Known waterlines indicated in heavy 
black, as described by Dunham. Suspected lines 
from previous system indicated by dotted lines. 
Winslow’s encampment model in white. 
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Along the dividing line between to test units (6), 
a blurring of the soil staining, which slightly 
further east marks grave shafts, could also 
indicate activity involving a trench, though this 
conjecture cannot be proven without further 
testing. 
 

 
Figure 4: Charcoal staining interrupted by graves 
in the Grand-Pré cemetery. (Source: J. Fowler) 
 
 
Winslow’s general layout of the camp is 
described to us in terms of left, right, front, and 
rear, but he occasionally clarifies with directions. 
The front gate was the south gate,xxii the rear of 
the camp the north side.xxiii The soldier’s 
encampment itself was east of the church,xxiv 
while the cemetery, as mentioned above, was to 
the east of the encampment. To confirm this, 
Winslow refers to his encampment being 
“between the Church & Chapel yard.”xxv 
 
The church, a large building judging from the 
400 or more men imprisoned there night after 
night,xxvi has not left a clear footprint on the 
geophysical survey of the encampment area. 
Large waterlines appear to obscure much of the 
area, and so in the absence of geophysical and 
archaeological data, the church has been placed 
on the higher ground within the fortifications. 
 
The church was not, however, pressed against 
the west side of the palisade. Winslow tells us 
that he encamped Lieutenant Mercer and his 30 
men “by them Selves on the West Side of the 

Church”.xxvii It is also worth noting that a large 
fragment of bronze, believed to be part of a bell, 
xxviii was recovered from a test pit marked on 
figure 2 as (7). If this fragment came from the 
church bell, it means that either it was heavily 
disturbed by plow activity, or that the church is 
much closer to the cemetery than Winslow 
implies. 
 
Winslow himself took up residence in the 
Priest’s house,xxix which was enclosed within the 
palisade with another house.xxx The other house 
was turned into the Captain’s quarters.xxxi 
Unfortunately, neither house’s location within 
the encampment is known for sure, but 
speculation is possible. At one point during the 
captivity of the Acadian men, Winslow orders, 
“The French Inhabitants [are] to repair to their 
Quarters in the Church at Tattoo and in the Day 
time not to Exstend their walks to the Eastward 
of the Commandants Quarters.”xxxii In this 
command, Winslow seems to be referring to 
himself as the commandant, meaning it is the 
priest’s house he is referring to. xxxiii If Winslow 
was concerned about having the Acadians 
wandering east of his residence, perhaps it was 
because the soldier’s tents were located there. 
This places the priest’s house somewhere east of 
the church, but still not too close to the cemetery. 
In the provided model, it has been placed north-
east of the church, over a geophysical anomaly in 
the field. 
 
Here it should be noted that the silver cross that 
was recovered from the cellar of 8B29 in 2007, 
west of the projected palisade, does not 
necessarily imply that this was the priest’s house. 
In fact, it could imply exactly the opposite. 
Bancroft notes that Winslow allowed the 
Acadians to remove their holy objects from the 
church. If they had done so, why would they 
move the objects from the occupied church into 
the occupied priest’s house, rather than a house 
outside the palisade wall? An expensive piece of 
silver is unlikely to have broken off and left 
behind unless dire times, such as the deportation, 
were upon the Acadian villagers. 

Grave Shaft(s) 
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In the absence of reliable conductivity data in 
certain areas due to the irrigation system, artifact 
assemblages become more important than ever. 
Using a combination of student field notes, 
online resources, and the Parks Canada artifact 
database for the site, areas of interest have been 
noted on figure 2 and are discussed below. 
 
Area (8), which the EM38 data suggested held 
little cultural activity, turned up no artifacts at 
all, while the nearby areas (4 and 9) were full of 
cultural material. Area (4) turned up a 
musketball, a variety of earthenwares consistent 
with pre-deportation occupation, window and 
bottle glass, pipe stems, nails, and even coal. 
Area (9) turned up many artifacts along a similar 
line, but in this case a higher number of the items 
were heat-altered. Copper buttons, gunflint, and 
musketballs were also recovered. At this point in 
excavations, this seems to be some of the best 
evidence for military occupation, but it is meager 
at best. 
 
Farther south in the field, at (10), artifacts similar 
to those found at  (9) have been unearthed. Since 
both (9) and (10) show some structural remains 
in their respective artifact assemblages, they are 
at this point two of the best candidates for the 
location of houses within the palisade. If a house 
was indeed located in the vicinity of (10), little is 
likely to remain of it, as its foundations would 
have straddled the waterline trenches put in place 
in the 1950s. A trench filled with rocky soil, 
running north-east in the northern half of the test 
pit, was also revealed.xxxiv Perhaps it was a 
structural element, but so little of it remains that 
it is difficult to theorize further. In the absence of 
other data a house has been placed here on the 
figure 1 model, though why a regular dwelling 
house would be placed between the church and 
the cemetery is not clear. 
 
Area (11) represents a very low activity area, 
almost completely devoid of artifacts in all the 
small test pits placed in the vicinity. Perhaps no 
tents were pitched near here during Winslow’s 

occupation, and no Acadian homes were nearby. 
 
Predicting the site layout at Grand-Pré, even with 
archaeological evidence as a guide, represents a 
challenge in which every detail may never be 
properly plotted out. Little can be said with great 
certainty, but much can be theorized. The 
greatest merit of archaeology as a science is that 
everything in a model such as this could be put 
to the test through further excavation and 
interpretation at the site. Only one thing can be 
said with absolute conviction: Grand-Pré has 
many more secrets to reveal. 
 
                                                 
i John Winslow, “The Journal of John Winslow, 1755.” 
(Collections of the Nova Scotia Historical Society vol. III 
~ John Winslow): 72 
ii Bancroft 37. 
iii John Frederic Herbin, The History of Grand-Pré. 
(Wolfville: Herbin Jewellers, 1898, reprinted 2003): iii 
iv Acadian Recorder, 8 March 1919, p.1.  
v Aaron Taylor, personal communication, 8 June 2008. 
vi E. Frank Korvemaker, “Report on the 1972 excavation of 
two Acadian houses at Grand Pré National Historic Park, 
Nova Scotia.” Manuscript Report Series no. 143 (Ottawa: 
National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, 1972): 34 
vii Anita Campbell, “Archaeological Investigations at 
Grand Pre National Historical Parks, August 1982.” (Parks 
Canada Research Bulletin No. 204, 1983), p.3 
viii Campbell 4. 
ix Rob Ferguson, “Grand Pre: 2004 Field Notes.” (On file: 
Parks Canada Archaeology Lab, Halifax, 2004). 
x Robyn Crook, “Notes from the Grand-Pré Field School, 
2006.” (On file, Parks Canada Archaeology Lab, Halifax). 
xi Parks Canada Artifact Database for Grand-Pré 
xii Jeremiah Bancroft, “Journal of Jeremiah Bancroft, 
1755.” (Grand-Pré Archaeological Field School 2008: 
4000-level Written Assignment. Coursepack, Electronic 
Document): 37  
xiii Crook 16. 
xiv Becki Dunham, “8B Grand-Pre N.H.S. 8B26 Field 
Notes: Archaeological Monitoring of Irrigation System 
Upgrade, Sept.30-Oct.24, 1996.” (On file, Parks Canada 
Archaeology Lab, Halifax.) 
xv Dunham i. 
xvi Winslow 5. 
xvii Matt Munro, “Notes from the Grand-Pré Field School, 
2006.” (On file, Parks Canada Archaeology Lab, Halifax): 
7 
xviii Munro 9 
xix Jonathan Fowler, personal communication 13 June 2008 
xx Winslow, online p. 246 (Beausejour) 
xxi Dunham, 4 of 7 (Lot summaries). 
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xxii Winslow 19. 
xxiii Winslow 8. 
xxiv Winslow 17. 
xxv Winslow 2. 
xxvi Winslow 1755b:76. 
xxvii Winslow 1755b:90. 
xxviii Jonathan Fowler, personal communication 17 June 
2008. 
xxix Winslow 1755b:72. 
xxx Bancroft 37. 
xxxi Winslow 1755b:76. 
xxxii Winslow 1755b:90. 
xxxiii Jonathan Fowler, personal communication 13 June 
2008. 
xxxiv Crook 2005 
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FAREWELL TO TINSLEY TOWERS: 

HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGISTS AND THE PUBLIC 
 

ROBYN CROOK 
 

 
Figure 1:Tinsley Cooling Towers before their demolitionxxxv. 

 
The city of Sheffield, England is located approximately 230 km northwest of London and is known for its 
industrial history, steel, and until recently the Tinsley Cooling Towers next to the M1 motorway. 

 
As part of the coursework for my MA in European Historical Archaeology at the University of Sheffield, I 
was required to participate in a two-week work term of my choosing. I chose to work with ARCUS 
(Archaeological Research and Consulting at the University of Sheffield), and in so doing was given the 
opportunity to do archival research on the Tinsley Cooling Towers (formerly part of the Blackburn 
Meadows Power Generating Station) as they were scheduled for destruction by the E-On power company. 
E-On hired ARCUS to do this research not because the company was concerned with possible 
archaeological features on the site, but because the towers themselves had become ‘landmarks of 
Sheffield’ over their 70 or so years as part of the city and there was significant public outcry when their 
demolition was announced.  

 
The first electric lighting enterprise in Sheffield was established in 1878 by Mr. John Tasker, who formed 
his business into Sheffield Electric Light and Power Company in 1892. Sheffield was provided with 
electricity by this private company until 1897. This private company had obtained a provisional order 
which was granted by the Board of Trade and confirmed by the Electric Lighting Orders Somation Act of 
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1892. They built a power station at Sheaf Street in 1894, and offices on Commercial Street in 1986xxxvi. 
On December 31 1898, the Sheffield Corporation gained possession of the works and continued providing 
power for the areaxxxvii. After this change of hands, the undertaking became considerably larger and 
electricity was used as a type of power and an illuminant more extensively in Sheffieldxxxviii. This change 
of practice in power use in Sheffield required the Sheffield Corporation to expand their electricity 
production, leading to the construction of Neepsend Power Station, which opened in 1904xxxix. 

 
During WW1, the demand for electricity in Sheffield grew again, partly because Sheffield was 
responsible for manufacturing a lot of high-grade steel for the war and this used a great deal of power. 
Part of the reason Sheffield had such an increased demand for power at this time was because Sheffield 
was responsible for manufacturing high grade steels electrically and used a lot of power.  

 
In October of 1916, a report was put forth to the Chairman and Members of the Special Emergency Sub-
Committee, designed to determine the suitability of the land at the Blackburn Meadows site for a new 
power generating stationxl. This committee deemed the Blackburn Meadows site to be the best location for 
a new power generating station and the plans went forward from there. There were a number of 
complaints regarding the construction of this generating station from local businessmen, but these were 
eventually settled and the 27 acres of land that were necessary for the project to begin were acquiredxli. In 
1931, the construction of the second power generating station on this site commenced and this station was 
officially opened on April 6th 1933 by HRH Prince George, Duke of Kentxlii (Figure 2 and 3). 
 

 
 
 

               
Figures 2 and 3:Tinsley Cooling Tower No. 6 and part of the Blackburn Meadows Power Station in 1946 with cooling 
towers in the background. 
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The power station did not sustain serious damage during the Second World War, though the related 
offices on Commercial Street were directly hit twice during the warxliii. The electricity industry was 
nationalized in 1948, ending the Sheffield Corporation’s connection with the power supply and generating 
station at Blackburn Meadowsxliv. Despite this, the power station remained in operation until the 1960’s, 
the same decade that the M1 motorway was built a mere 17 meters from two of the generating station’s 
cooling towers. The bulk of the Blackburn Meadows Power Generating Station was demolished in the 
1980’s, including 6 of the 8 cooling towers associated with it. Two of the 250 foot high towers were left 
due to their proximity to the motorway and the inability of engineers at the time to demolish them safely 
without damaging the nearby M1xlv.  
 
When E-On announced that they were able and intending to safely demolish the two remaining towers, 
the residents of Sheffield past and present as well as numerous people from all over the north of England 
responded. Over their 70 or so years in Sheffield, the Tinsley Cooling Towers had become well-known 
and loved landmarks. For many, these towers marked the end of the journey home and also a link to 
Sheffield’s history.  

 
While there was going to be no archaeological excavation of the site the towers stood on, both E-On and 
ARCUS believed that it was important to document the history of these structures before their demolition 
on August 24, 2008 (Figure 4). This research did not have to be done by an archaeologist but E-On hired 
ARCUS to do the research as they were relatively unbiased and were more concerned with properly 
recording the towers than the politics involved in their destruction. This was reinforced by ARCUS’s 
choice to allow a student (unpaid) who was not from Sheffield rather than an employee to do the research. 

 
 

 
Figure 4xlvi: The Tinsley Cooling Towers being demolished on August 24, 2008 at 3am. 

 
 
While doing this project, I not only gained more experience doing archival research but I got a chance to 
deal with people who were emotionally attached to the towers themselves. On many occasions when I was 
at both the Sheffield City Archives and the Sheffield Local Studies Library I was approached by 
individuals who strongly opposed the demolition of the Tinsley Towers. These individuals were very 
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willing to share their opinions on the Tinsley Towers, including what they thought should have been done 
with them instead of simply demolishing them as well as their personal memories of the towers. As I was 
spending more and more time doing research alongside these people and hearing their stories, I began to 
understand why these towers were so important to them, even if their reasons did not fit with the actual 
history of the Tinsley Towers. It was an extremely interesting experience learning about the history of the 
Tinsley Towers from the historical records as well as from the people of Sheffield. The conversations that 
I had helped me to include information that I knew would be important and interesting to the general 
public as well as to academics and the people at E-On dealing with the demolition of the towers.  

 
 

Another important side-effect of my involvement in this project was how it affected the public opinion of 
the research being done as well as the demolition of the towers themselves. Everyone that I talked to 
during my time with ARCUS were opposed to the demolition of the towers and assumed that E-On was 
demolishing them because they did not care about what people in Sheffield thought, that they only cared 
about the money it would save them in the long run by demolishing the towers. In talking to the people I 
encountered about my involvement in the project and who I was, people seemed to be less angry at E-On. 
The fact that I was someone who was trained to do research, I believed that the project was worth being a 
part of and that I was doing my best while involved with ARCUS on this project gave people the 
impression that E-On did in fact care about what Sheffield residents thought about these structures.  

 
After my research was submitted, it was combined with both historical and modern photographs of the 
towers into a booklet titled Inside Tinsley Towers by Anna Badcock at ARCUS. This booklet not only 
documents the history of the Tinsley Towers but allows those who saw them as landmarks of Sheffield to 
have a piece of them even after their demolition. As an archaeologist, I felt extremely privileged to be a 
part of this project and to be able to preserve something of the Tinsley Towers for those who were 
attached to them. 

 

 
Figure 5xlvii: ‘The Tinsley Cooling Towers at sunrise on 22nd of August 2008.’ 
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xxxv BBC South Yorkshire. S. Hollin (Picture). "The two towers in all their glory before they were demolished. What a 
landmark now forgotten, always knew we were home seeing these icons." [accessed Jan. 14, 2009]. Available at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/southyorkshire/content/image_galleries/tinsley_cooling_towers.shtml?10  
 
xxxvi Sheffield City Archives. Journal of Henry Tatton. Volume 3. P. 503. 942.74 SQ.  
xxxvii Sheffield City Archives. MD 7110-7117. 
xxxviii Sheffield City Archives. Sheffield Corporation Bill. Brief for he Promoters. W.E. Hart, Town Clerk, Sheffield. Sherwood 
Co. 27 Abingdon Street, Westminster. P.6. 
xxxix Sheffield City Archives. MD 7110-7117.  
xl Sheffield City Archives. Sheffield Corporation Act, 1917. CA 620 (1) City of Sheffield. Electric Supply Department. Report 
on Proposed Site for Electric Power Station at Blackburn Meadows. Commercial Street, Sheffield, October 1916.  
xli Sheffield City Libraries. Local Pamphlets. Vol 55. 042 SQ. 1 City of Sheffield. Electric Supply Department. Blackburn 
Meadows Generating Station 1921-1922. P. 7. 
xlii Sheffield City Archives. MD 7110-7117.  
xliii Sheffield City Archives. MD 7110-7117.  
xliv Sheffield City Archives. MD 7110-7117. 
xlv E-On U.K. Tinsley Cooling Towers: Commemorating the Tinsley Towers. [accessed Jan. 14, 2009]. Available at: 
http://www.eon-uk.com/generation/tinsley.aspx 
xlvi BBC South Yorkshire. Tinsley Towers Demolition, 24/08/08, 3am. [accessed Jan 14, 2009]. Available at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/southyorkshire/content/articles/2008/12/tinsley_towers_feature.shtml  
 
xlvii BBC South Yorkshire. W. Parsley (Picture). “The Tinsley Cooling Towers at sunrise on 22nd of August 2008.” [accessed 
Jan 14, 2009]. Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/southyorkshire/content/image_galleries/tinsley_cooling_towers.shtml?9  
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  A letter from 

 Tuscany 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Matt Munro 
 
A taxi picked me up from a small home in Sheffield, England, and drove me to the coach 
terminal. At 2:30am on Friday, the 27th of June 2008, I began my journey to excavate in Tuscany. 
 
Three months prior, my supervisor at the University of Sheffield sent me a flyer calling for students 
of all experience levels and all nationalities to come to a small village an hour outside Siena. 
Giving little archaeological detail other than promoting the site as a medieval church, they 
boasted free room and board only 10 minutes from the site, all in exchange for three weeks of 
labour. My supervisor knew I was interested in early medieval Italian villages and he knew I 
could not pass up the chance to mingle with the young minds of Italian archaeology while 
getting my name known to their seniors. 
 
I arrived at East Midlands Airport at 4am sharp and waited along with dozens of English tourists, 
slowly meandering around the lobby awaiting the opening of the check-in desk and the 
departure of the 6:30am RyanAir flight to Campino Airport in Rome. 
 
Flying with RyanAir is much like flying with any other airline, except instead of a normal coach 
seat, try to imagine flying inside your own suitcase. I arrived in Rome at 10:05 local time and 
became immediately enveloped by the heat of the runway. I was told my bag would take 
some time to be processed, so I spent the next 90 minutes watching people shifting their stance, 
jumping up to greet a loved one, or lie down and sleep for a wait they knew to be exhausting. 
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When my single large bag flew through the rubber curtains, I headed for the non-EU doorway 
and onto a TerraVision bus headed for Termini Station.   
 
Rome is one of the few places I have ever visited where I could feel the history in the air. I 
decided to walk from Termini Station to Stazione Tiburtina, the bus terminal from which I would 
leave Lazio into Tuscany, and take in whatever sights I could. The walk was refreshing 
considering the horrid flight, but the situation at Tiburtina was nothing I could have expected. 
There sat at least sixteen different buses, each running to the farthest corners of mainland Italy. 
After a moment of panic, I purchased a slice of pizza and easily found the correct terminal. I sat 
against the concrete building and waited for three hours, only to sit on a bus for another three 
hours until I finally arrived in the heart of Siena at 5pm. 
 
Refreshed that I was so close, with archaeology the furthest thing from my mind, I asked the 
nearest bus driver which bus was going to San Giovanni d’Asso, the final stop on my forward 
journey to what I considered an archaeological vacation of sorts. To my broken Italian question 
“quale bus sta andando a San Giovanni d’Asso?”, he replied with a simple pointing of his finger 
to a lone bus at the edge of the driveway. I boarded, showed the driver my pre-purchased 
ticket to San Giovanni, and sat down. Little did I realize that I would be back at the same 
terminal in only three hours. The bus I had boarded was going to Firenze, and as much as I 
wanted to see Michelangelo’s David, I was not in the mood. 
 

By the time I returned to Siena it was 
already dark and I had no clue what to 
do next since I had missed the last bus to 
San Giovanni and had not made any 
plans to stay in Siena. I had forgotten that 
while in Sheffield I printed off all the bus 
schedules not only to San Giovanni, but 
also to all the surrounding villages. I quickly 
flipped through the book and found one 
bus leave my location at 10pm and 
arriving in the village of Buonconvento at 
11pm. I made arrangements to be picked 
up by one of the site supervisors and by 
midnight I was showered and sleeping in a 
military-issued cot in one of seven 10-
person rooms with a crew I had never met 
nor even seen awake. 
 
 
 
 

Excavating at Pava   
 
After a weekend of resting and coming to terms with the fact that I had actually made it to the 
site, we began working the following Monday promptly at 8am. Other crew members had 
slowly arrived all weekend so that by Monday we had a crew of over 40 people. We had to 
drive to the site every morning, which only lasted about 3 minutes. Walking to the site wasn’t 

The crew accommodations in San Giovanni d’Asso. 
Photo courtesy of Author. 
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difficult; it could be done in 20 minutes, but the walk home would have been a nightmare since 
the accommodation sat majestically at the top of a medieval period hilltop village. 
 
The site itself is part of a larger study into the Valle dell’Asso and the changes in landscape 
during the transition from late antiquity into the early middle ages. This has traditionally been 
done by analyzing the religious implications of the period; in essence, watching the changes in 
how people worship and what they would have seen while doing so. The Pava Project is one 
step in that direction: It aims to recreate the landscape of the transitional period through 
looking at what affected it, and in this case, it’s religion. During this transitional period, a well-
documented and long-lasting dispute between the Bishops of Siena and Arezzo makes 
reference to the church of San Pietro in Pava, a valley community on the border between these 
two regions, prompting researchers from the University of Siena and their landscape 
archaeology lab LAP&T to investigate the material history of this church and understand its 
place in the greater landscape of the time and region. 
 

The work done at Pava is not conducted to 
simply understand the history of the site in 
question; site director Stephano Campana 
sees it more as a way to understand how inter-
site and intra-site relations affect the material 
culture being recovered, which at this stage of 
excavation, consists of human bodies. This is 
only one stage of investigation for LAP&T, 
which is an organization with almost unlimited 
resources. Besides collecting all historic 
documentation of the valley, taking a series of 
standard and oblique aerial photographs, and 
covering an enormous sweep of farmland 
using standard EM-38 geophysical data 
collectio, the lab has also scanned the entire 
valley with LiDAR and is in the process of 
combining all their data to produce a 
complete 3-D representation of the Valle 
dell’Asso.  
 
When it comes to fieldwork, the LAP&T lab 
prefers to work fast and heavy rather than slow 
and methodological. For a student of Nova 
Scotia who only knows excavation method 
under the latter, this came as a severe shock, 
both methodologically and ethically. When we 

arrived on site I was astonished by the sheer size of the site; it was a massive brown smear on the 
green and yellow Tuscan landscape. It was only upon closer inspection that I saw how beautiful 
the site really was. 
 
When I arrived on site I was given a pick-axe and told, in broken English, to take back the top 
two or three centimetres of soil until I found a skeleton. The usual, and unfortunate, way of 
finding a skeleton was to break the skull, but the site directors saw this as a necessary evil to 

The Asso Valley in the province of Siena.  Photo 
courtesy of Stephano Campano (2008). 
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understanding the nature of the church relatively quickly. After the skeleton was located, we 
switched tools and used trowels and hand 
picks to delineate the skull, pelvis, edges of 
the ribs, and the limbs. Next, using dental 
tools, we carefully uncovered all the 
bones in situ and when finished, took a 
photograph. Next we measured all the 
bones and took depth below datum 
points at the edges and the middle of the 
grave shaft using a transit.  When we were 
finished collecting as much data as we 
could, we carefully removed the bones 
into storage bins and moved on to the 
next body.  
 
Though we didn’t know it at the time, we 
were working to create a 3-D model of the 
cemetery. After the bones were sexed, 
aged, and analysed for burial method 
and subsequently nutrition, the data for 
each body would be entered into the 
master model to create a stratified 
landscape of burials. This data was the 
foundation for the landscape studies 
being done in the Val d’Asso and a 
testament to the labs constant reminder to 
always include the aspect of the individual 
into their research. 
 
 
 

I was in one of three groups, two which worked in the two halves of the northern cemetery, and 
a third group which excavated inside and around the church. The days were long and hot, but 
rewarding nonetheless. We worked from 8am until noon, then again from 1 until 2, followed by a 
2 hour break and then a final two hours from 4 until 6. It was not hard to fall asleep on the 
military-issue cots each night as the warm Tuscan air blew through the large open windows of 
our building. 
 
The crew was a fantastic mixture of international backgrounds. After myself, the lone Canadian, 
and over twenty Italian students from all over the country, we had six Americans, one Briton, 
three students from Denmark, one Russian, one Japanese, one Spanish, two from Holland, one 
from Saudi Arabia, a botanist from France, and a free-lance stratigraphic artist from Poland who 
is a full-time professor of neuro-geology. It was a mixed bunch, but we all had two things in 
common: we loved archaeology and we didn’t mind Birra Moretti. 
On the weekends, the crew had nothing but free  

The church at Pava.  Photo courtesy of author. 
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time. I opted to take trips into Siena and take in both the beautiful culture and all the historical 
attractions I could find. Many people are unaware that the star-shaped fort for which Citadel 
Hill is so famous actually originated in Italy. Siena has its own star-fort of medieval origin, which is 
of comparable size to our own great citdel. 
 
Only July 19th I left San Giovanni d’Asso for Siena  
in the early morning and before long I was 
walking around the Coliseum, taking in the 
sights of the Palatine Hill, and exploring the 
streets of Rome. None of it, however, could 
compare to my experiences at Pava and 
the excitement I experienced in the 
province of Siena. On the 20th I returned to 
England and in the early morning hours of 
the 22nd I began my return journey back to 
Halifax. Before a full week had passed I 
resumed work on local archaeological 
projects, and not a day of fieldwork has 
passed, whether it’s spent on a picturesque 
Maritime shoreline, traversing the Sydney 
Harbour, or wearing a hardhat and safety 
vest and excavating below an operational 
backhoe, that I do not think of Siena and 
the archaeological experience I gained under  
the Tuscan sun. 
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If you’re interested in being a part of the Pava Project, please visit www.lapetlab.it.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The author’s first fully-excavated skeleton. 
Photo courtesy of Author. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

Friend of Archaeology Award:  The Board of the Nova Scotia Archaeology Society seeks 
nominations for the 2009 Friend of Archaeology Award.  If you know someone you feel is 
deserving of this honour, please forward your nomination.  More information about the FOA 
can be found at: http://www.novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com/Awards.html 
  
NSAS Board Elections:  Elections for the NSAS Board will take place during the May 26 
lecture and Annual General Meeting.  If you have an interest in contributing to the future of 
the Society as a member of the Board please contact the NSAS President via the contact 
coordinates below or by contacting any current Board member. 
 
 

Visit Ross Farm Living Museum 
Early Spring Field Trip 

 
Saturday, March 28, 2009 

 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society has arranged a special field trip to Nova Scotia’s Ross 
Farm Living Museum. At Ross Farm you will learn about what life was like on a Nova 
Scotian farm between 100 and 175 years ago. Ross Farm is typical of the many small farms 
that existed throughout Nova Scotia when the province was still being settled. As a special 
courtesy to our group, the Museum has agreed to give us a unique interpreted tour of Rose 
Bank Cottage, where 5 generations of the Ross family lived for over 150 years, conducted 
by guide Barry Hiltz, and including a rare opportunity to inspect the basement, which is 
unusual in that it contains the water well. 
 
As an added bonus, the day of our visit coincides with the Wonders of Maple Syrup special 
event organized by the Museum, including a demonstration of how maple syrup is made, 
and an opportunity to sample maple sugar taffy. Other attractions include the cooperage 
(barrel making demonstration), the blacksmith shop, the schoolhouse, the barn, and many 
heritage animals on a working farm. 
 
Rides will be organized for those who wish to car pool. Please meet in the parking lot of the 
Nova Scotia Museum, Summer Street, Halifax no later than 8:45 AM, whether you want to 
offer space in your vehicle or whether you are looking for a ride. We will leave for New Ross 
at 9:00 sharp, so don’t be late. 
 
If you wish travel to Ross Farm on your own, and to join our group there, we will gather in 
the Ross Farm Museum parking lot at 10:00 AM. 
 
A group rate of $5 per person has been arranged for NSAS members and guests. 
 
Dogs on a leash are permitted at Ross Farm. 
 
More information is available on the Ross Farm web site: http://museum.gov.ns.ca/RFM/ 
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Bayer’s Lake Mystery Walls Heritage Site 
Mid Spring Field Trip 

 
Saturday, April 18, 2009 

 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society has arranged a special field trip to The Bayer’s Lake 
Heritage Site, also known as the Bayer’s Lake Mystery Walls. Members are encouraged to 
come, and bring a guest. The first part of the tour, taking about an-hour-and-a-half, 
covering most of the actual walls and the two foundation sites, is accessible through light to 
moderate hiking. An optional second part, requiring more strenuous hiking and bush-
whacking, will be offered for those who are interested. It will cover some of the seldom 
seen related ruins in the Chain Lakes Watershed area to the east of the walls. This will take 
an additional two hours, or longer, depending on interest. 
 
The tour will be lead by Terry Deveau and will begin from the cul-de-sac at the end of 
Lovett Lake Ct., off Chain Lake Dr., in the Bayer’s Lake Business Park. The Metro Transit 
Route 52 bus can drop you off opposite Metro Self Storage, at the entrance to Lovett Lake 
Ct., at 9:04 AM — or you can arrive by car. Parking is available at the cul-de-sac. We 
should all plan to gather on Lovett Lake Ct. at 9 AM. The tour will depart at 9:15 sharp, so 
don’t be late. A locator map is provided on the reverse of this notice. 
 
More information on this special event will available in April. 

 
 

Remaining Monthly Lecture Schedule 2008/2009 
 

All NSAS monthly lectures take place in the Auditorium of the Nova Scotia Museum of 
Natural History, 1747 Summer Street in Halifax, at 7:30 pm on the fourth Tuesday of each 
month (September to May), unless otherwise specified. 
 
April 2009: The discovery of a low-relief 18th century British siege trench using LiDAR   
vegetation penetration capabilities at Fort Beauséjour-Fort Cumberland National   
Historic Site, Canada; with Koreen Millard, Charles Burke, Douglas Stiff, & Anna Redden 
 
May 2009:  Exploring Nova Scotia's Oldest House: Recent Historical and 
Archaeological Research in Annapolis Royal; with Brenda Dunn (ret.), Parks Canada & 
Jonathan Fowler, Saint Mary's University 
 
The NSAS Annual General Meeting is held during the May lecture.  The new Executive is 
elected during the AGM for the upcoming year.  Nominations for board members can be 
made in person at any of the NSAS lectures including at the AGM, by mail, e-mail, or 
telephone. 
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Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
Friend of Archaeology Award 

 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society (NSAS) was formed in 1987. It is our mandate to bring together 
individuals interested in the study and promotion of archaeology, particularly as it relates to all cultures of 
Nova Scotia; to disseminate knowledge and encourage the exchange of information among professionals 
and amateurs alike; and to promote the preservation and protection of archaeological sites and resources 
throughout the Province. Each year, the NSAS recognizes an individual who has made a significant 
contribution to archaeology in Nova Scotia by naming a recipient of the Friend of Archaeology Award. 
The Friend of Archaeology Award acknowledges individuals who encourage the preservation of 
archaeological sites and the promotion of public awareness of archaeology in the province of Nova Scotia. 
 
The award is to be presented at the NSAS Annual General Meeting held on the fourth Tuesday of May. 
 
The award is open to any non-professional archaeologist - non-professional being defined as an individual 
who does not earn a living as an archaeologist. 
 
The award shall consist of a plaque and be accompanied by a press release. 
 
Nominations for the award are to be submitted in writing to the Board of Directors. 
 
Nominations may be made by any NSAS member in good standing. This includes any member of the 
NSAS Board of Directors. If a board member nominates an individual they must remove themselves from 
the selection process. 
 
Nominations must be signed and include the following information: why the person is deserving of this 
award, what contribution they have made to archaeology in Nova Scotia, when this contribution was 
made, and the names of contact people to verify this information. 
 
The Board of Directors will appoint a sub-committee, consisting of one member of the Executive and two 
Members at Large, to study the nominations and select two nominees. 
 
The winner will be decided by a vote of the Board of Directors with the President only voting in the case 
of a tie. 
 
Nominations can be made by emailing a board member or by mailing the society.   
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News from the 
Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
 
 

ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS 
 
We’re looking for submissions for our next newsletter, and would appreciate articles or briefs written by 
professionals, amateurs, high school students, university students, or anyone else with an interest in the 
field of archaeology. 
 
If possible, please send your article in an electronic format (a computer file) with as little formatting (i.e., 
bold text, headers, page numbers) as possible. 
 
Remember to attach your name and phone number or e-mail address to your document, and please date it 
as well. If there are graphics accompanying the article, include the images as separate graphics files (bmp, 
PCX, gif, jpg, if, etc.) or make sure to send a good, clear originals. If the graphics require specific 
description, please provide that as well. 
 
Depending on content, advertisements or ‘Classifieds’ are welcome, but will be subjected to the editor’s 
requirements for the current publication at that time. 
 
Thanks! 
The Editor 
darch@eastlink.ca 
 

 


